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dotConnect for Bigcommerce, developed by Alchemy Soft, is a set of ADO.NET tools for Bigcommerce that let users perform
tasks that are connected to Bigcommerce from a database, ASP.NET, Windows Forms or Web Forms application. It provides a

set of class libraries, a Server Explorer tool, a Data Access Layer (DAL) editor, and other facilities that enable users to work
with Bigcommerce data. The components can be integrated into an application easily and easily utilizing the rich set of features
that the components provide. The set of commands is designed for use in a variety of development scenarios in which users can
perform tasks such as creating a new store, retrieving data in a specific format, working with searches, editing products, deleting
products, updating prices, and more. The components integrate smoothly with each other as users want. In addition to this.NET
provider, Alchemy Soft also has a Bigcommerce VB.NET provider which is compatible with the.NET 4.0 framework. While
the dotConnect for Bigcommerce framework contains more than 50 features, the VB.NET framework includes more than 50
features as well. In other words, this package of tools helps users achieve more tasks than their.NET counterparts (more about

this framework and how it can be used in the next section). The features of the following sections let users choose a
Bigcommerce platform and let them enjoy working with the Bigcommerce's features: Features The following features are

included in the.NET 4.0 framework components: Connections Here are the connections that are supported by this provider:
BigcommerceConfigurationManager BigcommerceDatabase BigcommerceDal BigcommerceDataReader

BigcommerceDalQuery BigcommerceDataAdapter Data grids This part of the set of.NET components helps developers
perform data grid tasks in their applications. They can use this package to connect to a set of data sources and get necessary data
from the data grid in a fast and easily usable way. They can work with the data grid in the following way: Create and define the

data grid control and styles. Define the data store and bind the grid to it. Work with the grid by using data loaders, filters,
sorting, updating, and other tools provided by the package. Bind a grid to a data source. Set various attributes of the grid such as

row count, column count, width and height.
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Connect to Bigcommerce with only a few lines of code Easily bind user controls and data grids to Bigcommerce data sources
Parsing and describing attributes from objects and retrieving values from data fields Managing Bigcommerce data in the

database-like manner Retrieving, manipulating, and inserting data through SQL Select, UPDATE, DELETE, INSERT JOIN,
WHERE dotConnect for Bigcommerce Activation Code Features: Bind Controls to Bigcommerce Data View data in SQL Insert
Update Delete Select JOIN WHERE dotConnect for Bigcommerce License and Pricing: Niche that offers support for.NET 2.0
and up Costs a minimal sum of $199 per year Provides free support for the latest Bigcommerce versions Does not require data
access training Easy to use User-friendly Works with Express, Standard, Enterprise, and Premium Editions of Bigcommerce
Does not require the use of third-party libraries Product Categories Featured Products Proforma Invoices Help and Support

Additional Resources Disclaimer: Products and services listed on our website are not a substitute for the professional advice of
an attorney. Communication of any information or solicitation for services is unsecured. All information is deemed reliable but
we are not liable for errors or omissions. Prices are subject to change without notice. Testimonials "When I originally looked at
the options for connecting to Bigcommerce, I wasn't sure what was the best option. I have to say that you guys did a great job
with getting things connected, and it is very efficient. Our process from start to finish was fast, and easy. I would recommend
your product to anyone! John Boulton – Quik Contractor Pros To continue reading this article, please log in or subscribe to

receive access to all the features. Available for Professional Edition Subscribers Start Subscribing Today! Get all the latest news
and features delivered right to your inbox.PayPal was created to connect people through the secure and convenient online
payment system, and for over twenty years the online payment service has grown into the widely used and trusted tool it is

today. And the growth of PayPal has led to the development of numerous PayPal affiliates to help users with its 6a5afdab4c
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This is an ADO.NET provider that can help users develop.NET applications with integrated Bigcommerce support through its
wide variety of features. You can use it to connect to your BigCommerce storefront directly from your.NET applications. It
provides a solid.NET Framework integration and can interact with your BigCommerce backend using a wide range of options.
No additional third-party tools or SDKs are required to make a connection. Instead, the user interface and the connection logic
are handled by the provider automatically. .NET Framework Data Access for.NET Compact Framework (ODAC) for Microsoft
Dynamics GP is an ADO.NET provider that lets you easily connect to Microsoft Dynamics GP. It can be used in any.NET
Framework application that needs to connect to any Microsoft Dynamics GP database. Moreover, as users of.NET Compact
Framework and Microsoft Dynamics GP, they could benefit from its capabilities and experience with these tools for developers
without having to learn anything new about Dynamics GP. Using ODAC for Microsoft Dynamics GP, developers can easily add
data access to Microsoft Dynamics GP in a few simple steps. Then they can build applications with the same look and feel as
native Microsoft Dynamics GP applications. The provider includes a lot of features and gives you the freedom to create.NET
applications using no additional tools or SDKs. You can choose from many useful connection options (traditional, data source,
data view and custom), define the data source itself, customize queries, use SQL parameters and work with different types of
data. Moreover, you can create an unlimited number of data access layers without having to write any code. These data access
layers can be saved and applied to your tables when needed. They can be configured in a very flexible way and can be used
together with other layers, stored procedures and triggers. Below is a list of ODAC for Microsoft Dynamics GP capabilities that
you will be able to use in your applications: Microsoft SQL Server for Mac, a set of ADO.NET libraries and a connection
manager for connecting to Microsoft SQL Server instances on Mac OS X. Microsoft SQL Server for Mac Description:
Microsoft SQL Server for Mac is a powerful yet easy-to-use database for Mac OS X that is integrated with Microsoft SQL
Server products. You can use SQL Server for Mac with Microsoft SQL Server 2005, 2008, and 2012 products. It offers a
powerful object-relational mapping engine, a superset of SQL Server on the Mac, so you can use it with your existing
applications and data. With

What's New in the?

dotConnect for Bigcommerce is an ADO.NET provider that can help users develop.NET applications with integrated
Bigcommerce support through its wide variety of features. Given that it can handle multiple ADO.NET-specific classes makes
it easy for users to benefit from its capabilities without having any previous knowledge about specific Bigcommerce data access
concepts. Among the class list, users can find BigcommerceCommand, BigcommerceConnection, BigcommerceParameter,
BigcommerceDataReader and BigcommerceDataAdapter. Its integrated Server Explorer utility makes it possible that users can
connect directly to their desired data source by performing a small number of steps. The actions that need to be accomplished
are specifying the data source by choosing it from a list and providing the component with valid authentication details (a login
name and a password). Data grids, as well as other controls, can be bound to Bigcommerce by only configuring smart tags and
data access layers can be built without requiring users to type code lines manually. These features simplify the users' tasks by
enabling them to work with their Bigcommerce data in a database-like manner. Furthermore, the SQL support lets users
organize their data source and retrieve data by performing SQL queries and using statements. Among the supported statements,
users can find simple ones, such as UPDATE, SELECT, DELETE, INSERT and more advanced ones as well, including JOIN or
WHERE. "I never tried using any of BigCommerce's database integrated controls, but am now, thanks to this framework.
They're much more powerful than many people know." - BarryLui, 12/07/2015 "I was able to get this framework up and
running extremely quickly. It took me only a couple hours to set up the sample database that they offer, then within a half hour I
had a working version of my own." - Martijn Walraven, 12/07/2015 "BigCommerce's.NET controls are really convenient. It's
easy to create data access layers and they're very fast to deploy" - RajeshSachne, 12/07/2015 "I've been a.NET developer for
nearly 20 years now and have used dozens of different datasource technologies - Microsoft SQL Server, Oracle, Microsoft
Access, Firebird, OpenBase, ODBC, etc. However, I've never really had the need to support a BigCommerce solution as I felt
my data storage capabilities were sufficient." - TomK, 12/07/2015 "
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 CPU: 2 GHz, 4 GB RAM Memory: 2 GB Recommended: Memory: 4 GB Instructions: 1. You need
to download the trial version of the game. 2. Run the program, and click on the “Register” button. 3. Fill in the information that
is asked for. 4. After this you can play demo
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